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Abstract—Current reputation systems for peer-to-peer
(P2P) file sharing systems either fail to utilize existing trust
within social networks or suffer from certain attacks (e.g.,
free-riding and collusion). To handle these problems, we
introduce a trust management system, called SocialLink,
that utilizes social network and historical transaction links.
SocialLink manages file transactions through both the
social network and a novel weighted transaction network,
which is built based on previous file transaction history.
First, SocialLink exploits the trust among friends in social
networks by enabling two friends to share files directly.
Second, the weighted transaction network is utilized to
1) deduce the trust of the client on a server in reliably
providing the requested file and 2) check the fairness of the
transaction. In this way, SocialLink prevents potential mis-
behaving transactions (i.e., providing faulty files), encour-
ages nodes to contribute file resources to non-friends, and
avoids free-riding. Furthermore, the weighted transaction
network helps SocialLink resist whitewashing, collusion
and Sybil attacks. Extensive simulation demonstrates that
SocialLink can efficiently ensure trustable and fair P2P file
sharing and resist the aforementioned attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing systems are prone to
have selfish or malicious nodes due to their open and
distributed environment. For example, without a fairness
mechanism, free-riders [1] that hardly provide files to
others can still receive files from other nodes in the
system. Without a central access control, malicious users
can distribute corrupted files or files containing viruses
(i.e., faulty files) easily. Previous researches have shown
that 85% of Gnutella users are selfish users sharing no
files, and 44% of files downloaded through the Kazaa
file sharing application in a test contained malicious
code [2], [3]. Such selfish and malicious behaviors can
greatly degrade the stability and efficiency of P2P file
sharing systems. Consequently, cooperation incentives
are needed to encourage cooperative behaviors and dis-
courage misbehaviors in P2P file sharing systems.

Reputation (or trust) management systems, as a coop-
eration incentive method for P2P file sharing systems,

have been widely studied in recent years [4]–[9]. As
implemented in online market platforms (i.e., eBay [10],
Amazon [11] and Overstock [12]), reputation systems
compute the global reputation/trust value for each user
based on collected ratings. When a client node requests
for a service, it queries the reputation system for the
reputation values of candidate servers and chooses the
one with the highest reputation as the server. Nodes with
reputation values lower than a threshold are considered
as untrustworthy and their service requests are rejected.
However, these systems suffer from attacks such as free-
riding, whitewashing, collusion and Sybil attack. A free-
rider can maintain its reputation slightly higher than
the threshold to always receive files without providing
files to others. In whitewashing, a low-reputed node can
simply abandon its account and create a new account
with the initial reputation to receive services. Collud-
ers/Sybil nodes purposely provide good feedbacks to one
or more nodes to increase their reputations. Such boosted
reputations can be exploited for malicious behaviors,
e.g., disseminating faulty files in the system.

Recently, a number of systems [13]–[21] have been
proposed for efficient and trustable P2P services by
exploiting the social network properties [22]–[24]. In
these systems, nodes seek for services from friends in
the social network directly since social friends often are
trustable. However, the social network of a user usually
only contains a small number of users in system. As a
result, a client may not be able to find a requested file
from its friends, i.e., limited file availability. Therefore,
such a social network based reputation system must be
complemented by a reputation system to achieve global
file availability for reliable file sharing. Meanwhile, a
mechanism is also needed to prevent common attacks in
normal reputation systems.

To leverage the social networks and meanwhile over-
come the shortcomings of existing reputation systems,
we propose SocialLink, a social network based trust
management system that enables nodes to receive re-



liable file services from both friends and non-friends. It
can effectively resist free-riding, whitewashing, collusion
and Sybil attacks.

File sharing between friends. Specifically, So-
cialLink allows each user to maintain a social network
consisting of reliable users including both real-world
friends and frequently interacted nodes in the file sharing
system (i.e., online-friends). Given a number of server
options, a user chooses his/her social friends directly,
if available, since friends are often trustable. By doing
this, file sharing can be conducted efficiently without
reputation querying. The social network based file shar-
ing encourages users to be continuously cooperative and
discourages selfish behaviors because 1) people do not
want to damage their real-life reputations among friends
and 2) users would like to have more online friends for
more file resources from friends.

File sharing between non-friends. For reliable file
sharing between non-friends, SocialLink maintains a
weighted transaction network. When server Ni provides
a file to client Nj for the first time, a link is created from
Ni to Nj with a link weight that equals to the file size.
The weight is updated after each transaction that has
utilized the trust represented by the link. Suppose the
weights of link Ni → Nj and Nj → Ni are w1 and w2,
respectively. This means that Ni has the trust to provide
file with size w1 to Nj and Nj has the trust to provide
file with size w2 to Ni, respectively. Such information is
utilized to ensure the reliability and fairness of the file
transaction between Ni and Nj .

Since non-friends may be connected by a path consist-
ing of a number of links, we define the weight of a path
as the minimal link weight, which shows the path’s trust
on file provision. For a client and an identified server,
their trust-flow is defined as the maximal one among
the weights of all server-client paths, and their upload-
flow is defined as the maximal one among the weights
of all client-server paths. Then, SocialLink requires that
the trust-flow must be larger than the requested file size
to prevent faulty file dissemination or the difference
between trust-flow and upload-flow must be within a
reasonable range to prevent free-riding. A transaction
that does not meet the two requirements is not allowed.

In addition to the free-riding, SocialLink can also
prevent whitewashing, collusion and Sybil attacks to
a certain degree. When a whitewasher creates a new
account, it must provide files in order to receive files
from non-friends. Hence, the whitewash does not help
free-riding. Though a collective of colluders can boost
their own reputations, they still need to conduct actual
transactions with outside nodes to build connections with
them to receive files from them.

In summary, the major contributions of SocialLink are
summarized as the following:

• Exploiting the social network property to enable
efficient and reliable file sharing among friends.

• Building a novel weighted transaction network that
enables file sharing among non-friends and resists
free-riding, whitewash, collusion and Sybil attacks
in P2P file sharing systems.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows.
Section II presents the related work. Section III intro-
duces the design of SocialTrust. Section IV presents the
performance evaluation with real trace based simulation.
Section V concludes this paper with future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Reputation Management Systems

Reputation management systems in P2P networks
have been widely studied [4]–[9]. EigenTrust [4] mini-
mizes the influence of malicious nodes in a P2P network
by calculating the global reputation of a node in the
system as the left principal eigenvector of a matrix of
normalized local reputation values. PowerTrust [5] uses
a trust overlay network to model the trust relationships
among nodes. It selects a few highly reputed “power
nodes” to enhance global reputation accuracy and aggre-
gation speed based on the discovered power-law distribu-
tion in user feedbacks from real traces. GossipTrust [6]
leverages a gossip-based protocol to aggregate global
reputation scores, which enjoys simplicity and moderate
overhead. In [7], a distributed reputation management
system for P2P system is proposed, in which the past
behavior of a peer is reflected by its digital reputation
with a novel cryptographic protocol. In [8], peers can
either upload or download files at one time. Each node
earns reputation by uploading files to others, and a
server considers a client’s reputation to decide whether
to satisfy the client’s request. Therefore, nodes are
encouraged to contribute their network links for file
uploading. BP-P2P [9] is a Belief Propagation (BP)-
based distributed reputation management system for P2P
networks. It selects a factor graph that can appropriately
represent the P2P network to evaluate the reputation and
trustworthiness of a node.

However, most previously proposed schemes are vul-
nerable to free-riding, whitewashing, collusion and Sybil
attacks due to the dependence on the reputation values
initialized and calculated based on feedbacks.

B. Social Network Based P2P File Sharing Systems

Several properties have been found on user-interaction
based social network graphs such as “friendship fosters
cooperation” [22], “average network properties remain
relatively stable” [23], and “online social networks re-
flect those in the offline world” [24]. These properties
have been exploited to support reliable services in P2P
networks [13]–[21].



Turtle [13] constructs an overlay over the preexisting
trust relationship between users to enable private and
secure sharing of sensitive information through “friend-
to-friend” file exchange. Tribler [14], an extension of
BitTorrent [25], utilizes social phenomena such as friend-
ship and the existence of communities of users with
similar tastes to increase the usability and performance
of a P2P network. F2F [15] is a cooperative data backup
system, in which nodes select backup neighbors based
on existing social relationships since friends tend to
behave cooperatively on providing storage services to
each other. MyNet [16] is a P2P platform that allows
participating users to safely use and share their devices,
services, and file resources with others without contact-
ing any central control systems. In [17], social network
links are utilized to conduct packet routing, thereby
protecting peer privacy against Sybil attacks at a low
complexity. SocialHelpers [18] uses the social network
for node reputation evaluation in P2P systems. Each
node collects the recommendations for a server from its
trustworthy friends to determine the server’s reputation.
Social-P2P [19] groups common-multi-interest nodes
into a cluster and connects socially close nodes within a
cluster to achieve efficient and trustworthy file sharing.
SocialTrust [20] also utilizes social network for efficient
trust management in P2P file sharing systems. However,
it uses reputation value to represent the trust among non-
friends, which suffers from free-riding, whitewashing,
collusion and Sybil attacks. Bartercast [21] exploits each
node’s local reputation graph and maxflow algorithm to
detect free-riders in P2P networks.

However, these approaches either provide trustable
transactions merely between friends or focus on solv-
ing a specific security concern such as free-riding. An
effective mechanism is needed to guarantee trustable and
fair file sharing among all nodes in P2P networks.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

SocialLink provides efficient and trustable P2P file
sharing service and meanwhile resists free-riding, white-
washing, and collusion/Sybil attacks. It incorporates two
components: social network based server selection and
weighted transaction network. In the social network,
a node’s social friends include both real-world social
acquaintances and trustable on-line friends that always
share files. When a client needs to select a server from
server candidates, it selects its friends from the social
networks, if available. When no friends are available in
the server candidates, SocialLink relies on the weighted
transaction network to decide whether the transaction
with each server candidate is trustable and fair.

A. P2P Service Center
We assume a trusted P2P service center in the network

that offers the P2P file sharing service with SocialLink

enabled. It contains regular P2P file sharing functions
(e.g., file indexing) and takes SocialLink as the trust
management module. Nodes need to register at the
service center to participate in P2P file sharing. When
nodes request for a file, they send the request to the
service center, which then returns the list of available
servers following the server selection procedure in So-
cialLink (Sections III-B and III-C). After a transaction,
nodes send feedback to the service center to update the
transaction weight network (Section III-C). Since this
paper focuses on trust management, we use SocialLink
to represent P2P service center in this paper.

B. Social Network Based Server Selection

Generally, a user’s friends in an online social network
include both off-line social connections (e.g., relatives,
friends, colleagues) and online connections. Similarly,
the friends of a node in SocialLink also include both
off-line acquaintances and trustworthy online friends that
frequently share files with the node. When a node joins in
the system, it is notified that only trustable nodes, either
off-line acquaintances or online friends, can be added
to its friend list. Hence, the friendship addition/deletion
in SocialLink is user dependent behavior, and users are
responsible for the consequence of adding/deleting a
friend. Below, we first introduce how a node creates
and maintains its social network and then present how
friendships are used for server selection.

1) Social Network Construction: Each user creates
and maintains its own friends in SocialLink. When a
node (say Ni) wants to add another node (say Nj) into its
friend list, it sends an invitation to Nj directly. Nj then
decides whether to accept the invitation. The friendship
is bidirectional in SocialLink. When Ni deletes Nj from
its friend list, Ni is automatically removed from Nj’s
friend list. When a node joins in the system, it only
adds off-line acquaintances as its friends. Later, the node
adds online friends after it has conducted enough file
transactions with other nodes. Specifically, when Ni

has successfully downloaded a file from Nj , if there is
no link connecting the two nodes, a weighted link is
established from Nj to Ni; if there is already a link, its
weight (denoted by wji) is updated based on the size
of the shared file and the rating from Ni (the details
are in Section III-E). When both wji and wij reach a
predefined threshold Tf , SocialLink notifies Ni and Nj

that they can be a friend of each other. Only when both
nodes agree to add the other node as a friend, a friendship
is established between them.

The social friendship in SocialLink represents a cer-
tain level of trustworthiness. Real-life social friends
usually offer high quality-of-service (QoS) to each other.
Users do not wish to damage their real-life reputations
in their social communities (e.g., research lab or de-



partment) as a result of their misbehavior on online
file sharing. Thus, the real-world friendship network
motivates nodes to be cooperative continuously. Further,
frequently interacted nodes of a node also have high
probabilities to offer high QoS to the node according to
their previous cooperative behaviors. Therefore, in order
to maintain the friendship, which is a reflection of its
trustworthiness, a node would not arbitrarily decrease
the quality of services it provides to its friends.

2) Server Selection: SocialLink exploits friendship to
realize fast server selection that can reduce the reputation
querying cost. The general principle is that when request-
ing a file, a client asks for it from its friend directly, if
available. Thus, the file sharing efficiency is improved by
saving reputation querying. Specifically, when a client
wants to download a file, it first finds the servers based
on the P2P file searching algorithm. Then, the client
checks whether there are any friends in the server list.
If yes, the node selects a friend as the server for the file
directly without querying the reputation values of all file
owners. If there are multiple friends in the list, the node
chooses the one with the highest trust. If there are no
friends in the server list, the node uses the weighted
transaction network to select a server, which will be
introduced in Section III-C. After this file transaction,
the client sends the feedback (positive, neutral, negative)
to the system for link weight update.

C. Weighted Transaction Network

Recall that SocialLink regards the friendship as a
representation of trust and enables friends to share files
directly. However, a node usually has a limited number
of friends. Therefore, solely relying on friendship for file
sharing may greatly limit the amount of available file
resources. Hence, it is necessary to provide reputation
information for non-friends to enable freely and trustable
file service. Besides, the fairness of file sharing among
non-friends should also be considered to prevent free-
riders. To realize the two objectives, SocialLink builds a
weighted transaction network based on historical trans-
action records between nodes.

Figure 1 shows an example of part of the weighted
transaction network in SocialLink. Nodes are connected
by weighted directional links. When the system is
started, since there are no transactions among nodes,
the reputation information among non-friends cannot be
evaluated. As friendship represents certain trust between
friends, the weighted transaction network is initialized
by creating links with weight 4w connecting each pair
of friends in both directions. The default link weight is to
enable non-friends to be able to satisfy the requirements
on file sharing in the beginning stage of the system,
as introduced in Section III-D. Therefore, to be able to
participate in the SocialLink network, a node must build

friendships when it joins in. Otherwise, it has no chances
for file sharing and will be isolated from the network.
4w is usually set to a medium value to ensure the
bootstrap of the system. SocialLink allows downloading
a large file from several servers to ensure that large files
can be downloaded in the bootstrap stage.

As more file transactions occur in the system,
weighted links are constructed between non-friends.
When a node (say Ni) successfully provides a file to
another node (say Nj), the weights of links on the path
used to evaluate the trustworthiness and fairness of the
transaction are updated according to the file size and the
rating on the file quality from the client. Also, if there
is no link from Ni to Nj , a link is built from Ni to
Nj with weight being equal to the file size. The link
weight means the size of files that Nj can trustingly
obtain from non-friend Ni. The details of the usage
of the weighted transaction network will be introduced
in Section III-D, and the link weight update will be
introduced in Section III-E.
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Fig. 1: A part of the weighted transaction network in SocialLink.

D. File Sharing Process in SocialLink

When a client requests a file, if there are friends in
the candidate server list, the client directly asks the file
from a selected friend, as introduced in Section III-B2.
Otherwise, the weighted transaction network is used to
decide whether to execute the transaction and which
server to be selected for the request.

Recall that the weight of a link Ni → Nj represents
the size of files that Nj can trustingly obtain from Ni

based on its previous file provision records. It also means
that Nj should upload files with size no smaller than this
weight to Ni for fair trading and free-riding prevention.
For example, the link of B → A in Figure 1 means that
A believes that it can obtain 6MB trustable files from
B. Also, A should upload files with size no smaller than
6MB to B for fair trading.

Two nodes can be connected by a number of links,
which form a path (i.e., Ni → · · ·Nj). We regard
the smallest link weight in all the links on a path
as the weight of the path, which represents the trust
of Nj on Ni in providing the file based on the trust
transited along this path. There may be multiple paths



connecting Ni to Nj . We then define the trust-flow as
the largest path weight among the weights of all paths
from a server candidate (Ni) to the client (Nj) (denoted
by Wij). It represents the client node’s trust on the
server candidate’s trust to provide files within size Wij .
Similarly, we define the upload-flow as the largest path
weight among the weights of all paths from the client
to the server candidate (i.e., Nj → · · ·Ni). It represents
the accumulated size of files that the server candidate
(Ni) should provide to the client (Nj) for fair trading.
Then, the trust-flow is used to evaluate whether a server
candidate is trustable in providing the requested file, and
the difference between the trust-flow and the upload-flow
is used to ensure the fairness of this file transaction.
The “six degrees of separation” [26] property of social
networks indicates that two people are connected by a
maximum of six steps in the world on average. Thus,
we limit the server-client and client-path path length in
the weighted transaction network to 6 hops. Paths with
length longer than 6 are not considered in SocialLink.

In detail, suppose a client node (say Ni) requests a
file with size S. If the server candidate list includes k
servers Ns1, Ns2, · · · , Nsk and none of them are Ni’s
friends, the file sharing process follows below.

• SocialLink calculates the client’s upload-flows to
each server, denoted by UFim, and each server’s
trust-flow to the client, denoted by TFmi, where
m ∈ [1, k].

• To ensure fairness, only servers with (UFim −
TFmi) ≥ S or |UFim − TFmi| ≤ Thr are willing
to provide files to Ni, where Thr is a fairness
threshold. The first condition means that the server
owes more than the size of the requested file to
the client to make their trading fair and the second
condition means the gap on mutual contribution is
on a roughly equal status, which means transactions
can be allowed between the two nodes. Then, only
these servers are kept in the server list.

• For trustable file sharing, servers with trust-flow
smaller than the requested file’s size S are removed
from the list since they are not trustable to provide
the file based on their historical records.

• Finally, the client chooses the server with the high-
est trust-flow for the file transaction because it is the
most trustable one in terms of provided file size.

In this way, SocialLink ensures that the server has
a high probability to provide the requested file and
the client is not a free-rider. It is possible that the
server candidate list might be empty after the first three
steps. In this case, to support broad file sharing services,
SocialLink still returns several servers with high TFmi

and high (UFim − TFmi) or low |UFim − TFmi| as
a backup strategy. This is because these servers are
close to satisfy the requirement for server candidates and

thereby are assumed to be very likely to be trustable
for the requested file service. The client can consider
other factors such as social connection strength, common
file interests, or third party reputation system to decide
whether to conduct the transaction with one of these
servers.

We use an example based on Figure 1 to explain
the process of a file transaction. When C1 sends a file
request for a file with size 4MB and B2 owns the file,
C1 is the client and B2 is a server candidate. Because
B2 is not a friend of C1, C1 queries SocialLink to
check whether the transaction with B2 will be malicious.
Then, SocialLink examines links from B2 to C1 and
finds that the trust-flow from B2 to C1 is 6 through
the path B2 → B → A → C → C1. Similarly,
the upload-flow from C1 to B2 is 2 through the path
C1 → C → A → B → B2. Since the difference
between the trust-flow and the upload-flow, i.e., the
difference of mutual trust on providing files, equals to
the file size (i.e., 4), and the trust-flow is larger than the
file size (i.e., 6 > 4), SocialLink knows that the B2 can
provide the file to C1 with high quality. Such information
is then sent to both C1 and B2 to approve the transaction.

E. Link Weight Update in SocialLink

Link weight is not updated after a transaction between
two friends. This is because the link weight is designed
to provide an evaluation for the trust among non-friends,
and a node’s QoS to its friends cannot reflect its QoS to
non-friends. Thus, updating the link weight between two
friends will make the evaluation of trust between non-
friends inaccurate. For example, in an extreme case, two
friends always provide good services and feedbacks to
each other and bad services to non-friends. If the transac-
tion records between them are considered in calculating
trust-flow and upload-flow, it will mislead other nodes
on the trust of the two nodes.

The link weight is updated only after a transaction
between two non-friends. In this case, the client reports
the service rating to SocialLink: positive, neutral, and
negative. Based on the rating, SocialLink updates link
weights as in the following.
• Positive feedback After a client receives a satisfactory
file, it provides positive feedback to the server. Then, the
weight of each link along the path for the trust-flow is
added by the size of the file. If the server and the client
are not directly connected, a new link is established
between them with its weight equals to the file size.
•Neutral or No feedback If the client reports a neutral
feedback or does not provide a feedback, SocialLink
does not update the link weights. A neutral feedback or
the absent of the feedback means that the file from the
server is not faulty, but the client may not be completely
satisfied with the file (e.g., medium quality). In this case,



it is not necessary to punish the server, and the client may
want to keep the link to the server for future transactions.
•Negative feedback When the non-malicious client pro-
vides a negative feedback for faulty files received from
the server, SocialLink lowers the weight of each link on
the path used to calculate the trust-flow by the size of
the transferred file. Links with weights smaller than 0
are removed directly.

In addition to above design, we also fade weight links
over time and set a limit for link weight for practical
consideration. First, the weight of a link is faded with
a factor β ∈ [0.5, 1] every Td. The fading factor makes
recent behaviors more important in deciding a node’s
trust. The value of β and Td should be determined by
how active nodes are in the system. We usually set β and
Td to a large value, i.e., 0.95 and 1 day, respectively, to
avoid disconnecting the network. Further, for practical
consideration, we also set a maximal weight for a link
to prevent it from overflow, which is set as the maximal
value that can be represented by the link weight variable
in the actual system (i.e., 255 for 8 bit integer).

Such a design encourages both server and client to be
cooperative. First, if a node receives negative feedbacks
frequently, all of its links to other nodes will be removed
eventually, and it will have few opportunities to obtain
files from other nodes or provide files to others to rebuild
its links. As a result, server nodes are encouraged to
provide high-QoS files. Second, when a client provides
a negative or neutral feedbacks for a high quality service,
the weight of the path from the high-QoS server to the
node is reduced or remains unchanged. Then, high-QoS
servers cannot be distinguished from others, which may
prevent the client node from finding trustable servers in
the future. On the other side, when a client provides a
positive feedback to a low-quality file, it increases the
trust of the misbehaving server. This means that it is
likely to receive low-quality files again. In summary,
nodes are encouraged to provide correct feedbacks for
received files to ensure their benefits in SocialLink.

F. Understanding the Meaning of the Link Weight

In SocialLink, the weight of a link between two
non-friends, say the link from Ni to Nj (denoted by
Lij), serves as Nj’s trust on Ni’s ability to provide
files to others. However, two nodes may not always
be connected with a link. They may be connected by
a path with multiple links, as shown in Figure 1. In
this case, we adopt the concept of trust relaying to
calculate the trust on file providing ability represented
by the path. Specifically, suppose there is a path with
3 links: Na → Nb → Nc → Nd, and their weights
are wab = 5, wbc = 3, wcd = 7, respectively. Then,
Nb recommends Nc that Na’s file providing ability is
wab. However, since a node’s recommendation should be

limited by its trust, we adopt the smaller one of its trust
and its recommendation as its effective recommendation.
Therefore, Nc’s trust on Na’s file providing ability is
wbc = 3 since wbc < wab. Similarly, since wcd > wbc,
Nd’s trust on Na’s file providing ability is still wbc = 3.
In summary, we use the smallest link weight on the path
to represent the ending node’s (Nd’s) trust on the starting
node’s (Na’s) ability to provide files.

Consequently, as mentioned in Section III-E, Lij is
updated in two cases. First, after Ni provides a file to
Nj for the first time (Lij is not created yet), Lij is
initialized with its weight equals to the size of the shared
file. Second, when a path that includes Lij has been
used to represent the trust in a transaction, the weight
of Lij is updated based on the rating for the transaction.
In summary, the weight of Lij is updated accordingly
to reflect the change of either the direct trust or the
recommendation represented by the link.

With such a design, the weight of a link can be
changed by transactions conducted between other nodes.
As a result, malicious nodes can purposely lower the
weights of the links of a node to disconnect the node
or reduce the weights of some paths. We discuss how
to prevent such an attack in Section III-H4. However,
such a feature actually protects the system somehow.
The former case means that the node is surrounded by
malicious nodes. Then, the decrease of the weights of its
links reflect the true situation, i.e., its recommendation is
very low. The latter case prevents nodes from adopting
the low weight paths. Finally, the probabilities that
malicious nodes are selected as servers are reduced,
which benefits the file sharing system.

G. Computing and Communication Complexity.
SocialLink has a single trust manager (i.e., P2P service

center) to find paths from a client to a file server in the
weighted transaction network. For each file request, the
communication overhead is O(1) between a client and
the P2P service center. To find the paths from a client to
a file server, SocialLink depends on a breadth-first search
solution. Therefore the computing complexity is O(m+
n), where m and n are the number of edges and nodes
in the weighted transaction network, respectively. Such
complexity is acceptable for modern computing servers.

H. Attack Resistance and Extensions
We further briefly discuss how SocialLink works

under several malicious behaviors and propose possible
extensions to better prevent these attacks.

1) Free-riding: The consideration for fairness during
file transaction, as introduced in Section III-D, prevents
the free-riding in SocialLink. A server candidate is
willing to provide a file to a client when the differ-
ence between upload-flow and trust-flow satisfies either



(UFim−TFmi) ≥ S or |UFim−TFmi| ≤ Thr, which
mean that the client node has provided at least S more
files than the server has provided or the server and the
client have provided similar amount of files to each other.
Then, when a node is reluctant to contribute to others,
other non-friends are not willing to provide files to it too.
Consequently, free-riding is prevented in SocialLink.

2) Whitewashing: Whitewashing cannot enable a ma-
licious node to continue providing faulty files or be a
free-rider in SocialLink. First, in the weighted transac-
tion network, a link is created only after a successful
transaction. When a whitewasher creates a new account,
it only has links to friends (Section III-C). Then, it can
only rely on friends’ links to other nodes to be selected
by non-friends as the file server. However, a whitewasher
can hardly always have normal friends unless they are
colluding, the prevention of which will be discussed in
Section III-H3. As a result, without links, whitewashers
will not be selected by non-friends as servers and thereby
cannot send faulty files to non-friends.

Similarly, a whitewasher can only download files
through its friends’ links to other nodes. As a result, they
can hardly continuously free-ride due to the same reason
mentioned above. Even when they have a few friends, the
fairness consideration (Section III-H1) will soon forbid
them to download files from others. Consequently, nodes
can hardly have free-riding in SocialLink.

3) Collusion and Sybil Attack: In collusion and Sybil
attack, colluding nodes purposely increase the weights
of links connecting them in the weighted transaction
network. They wish to use such weight-boosted links to
“deceive” other nodes that they are trustable. SocialLink
can resist such malicious behaviors to a certain degree
naturally. When colluding nodes provide faulty files to
non-malicious nodes outside the collusion group, the
weights of all links in the path for the trust-flow path are
reduced. Then, though colluding nodes have high-weight
links connecting each other, the weights of their links to
outside nodes are very low or even 0. Since the weight of
a path is determined by the smallest weight of its links,
outside nodes will have a low trust on these colluding
nodes and will not choose them as the file provider. As
a result, colluding nodes can hardly harm outside nodes
due to the lack of high-weighted links with them.

4) Bad-mouthing Attack: In the bad-mouthing attack,
a group of nodes purposely provide negative feedbacks
to a node. As a result, though the node is cooperative,
it is isolated from the network. As introduced in Sec-
tion III-E, the design of SocialLink can prevent a rational
node from reporting manipulated feedbacks. However,
this is not enough to thwart the bad-mouth attack.

There are already some bad-mouthing defense meth-
ods [20], [27] that can be incorporated to solve this
problem. We adopt the scheme in our previous work [20]

in this paper. Basically, the scheme allows a node to file
a claim against incorrect feedbacks for it. Then the bad-
mouthing attack becomes the he-said-she-said attack,
and we just need a way to check which node is honest.
Our method uses an intuitive way for this purpose by
comparing the file against previous high quality files for
the request. Automatic file quality detection algorithms
can also be applied in this process. After the quality
check, the dishonest node (i.e., filing a wrong claim or
incorrect feedback) will be punished heavily. Please refer
to [20] for more details about such a solution.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conducted extensive simulation to show the perfor-
mance of SocialLink in saving querying cost, detecting
malicious transactions, preventing malicious behaviors
in different network scales. We randomly selected a
medium social network with 5,000 nodes from Live-
Journal [28], which is a social network trace, to build
their mutual friendship in our simulation. We define three
types of nodes: good, neutral and bad. In order not to be
biased, we randomly selected bad nodes, i.e., malicious
nodes, among all nodes. Due to the small scale of the
number of nodes, in order not to make the weighted
transaction network disconnected after blocking suspi-
cious transactions, we selected 10% nodes as bad nodes.
Bad nodes provide low-quality files, and always give
dishonest feedbacks, such as negative feedbacks to non-
malicious nodes. We randomly selected 70% and 20%
of nodes as good nodes and neutral nodes, respectively,
i.e., non-malicious nodes. Good nodes and neutral nodes
provide high-quality files and medium-quality files, re-
spectively, and all non-malicious nodes give honest feed-
backs. We simulated one single trust manager to store
and respond the request for the weighted transaction
network. We assume the centralized manager having
enough storage and computing capacity to serve all
requests regarding weighted transaction network.

In order to measure the performance of each node in
the simulated social network from the trace without bias,
we assumed a random distribution for all parameters
in the settings. We configured 1,000 files with sizes
randomly selected from [1,100] MB. Each file has n file
replicas, where n is randomly chosen from [1, 5]. We also
define the quality of files by levels randomly selected
from range [1,10] to distinguish different types of files.
Good files have quality levels randomly selected from
range [7,10], neutral files have quality levels randomly
selected from range [4,6] and bad files have quality
level in range [1,3]. The file holder for a high-quality,
medium-quality and low-quality file replica is randomly
selected from good, neutral and bad nodes, respectively.
In our experiments, when the size of the P2P file sharing
system is enlarged by m times, the number of the files
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Fig. 2: Accumulated number of rejected requests and free-riders’
downloads.
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Fig. 3: Performance with the whitewash misbehavior.

is also enlarged by m times with the same percentages
of good, neutral and bad nodes. We set Thr to be the
largest file size in order to make sure there is at least
one file that can be shared between the server and client
at the beginning. We set Tf as two times of the largest
file size. It means strangers become friends after sharing
4 files on average in an experiment.

Friendship threshold Tf is set to 200 in our exper-
iments. We ran each experiment for consecutive 100
rounds. In each round, every node generates a file
request. The requested files of a node were randomly
selected from the files not owned by the node. Based on
the quality of the received file and the type of the client,
different feedbacks were given to the server. A node can
share its received files with other nodes later.

We compare SocialLink with a reputation system
based on social trust, denoted as Social, in which each
node defines the maximum path length to search for
requested files. According to [29], people are influenced
by other people who are at most at 3-hop social distance,
and due to our small community, we set the maximum
path length as 2 in Social. We also compare SocialLink
with SocialTrust [20], a social network based reputation
management system. In SocialTrust, the reputation value
of each node is initialized to 0 and increases/decreases
by 1 upon receiving a positive/negative feedback. Social
network is also built based on interactions in SocialTrust
to facilitate server selection. The threshold of being
selected as servers is set to 0 by default. Recall that
in SocialLink, suspicious transactions can be blocked
or a reputation management system can be used to
select the server with the highest reputation value. We
use SocialLink-B and SocialLink-R to denote SocialLink
with these two strategies, respectively, and tested their
performance in experiments.

A. Accuracy in Detecting Suspicious Transactions

We measured the number of total suspicious transac-
tions and the number of falsely marked transactions in
each round. We regarded the falsely marked suspicious
transactions as false negative and falsely marked normal
transactions as false positive. Hence, the percentage
of falsely marked suspicious transactions is a method

to measure the accuracy of SocialLink-B in detection
fraudulent transactions.

# rounds 10 20 30 40 50 60
# suspicious trans. 2694 826 187 60 15 10
# false negative 2454 712 115 32 4 1
% of false negative 91.1 86.3 61.3 53.2 26.7 10
# malicious trans. 212 208 182 153 87 24
# false positive 9.1 5.0 3.9 3.1 1.8 0.5

TABLE I: Percentage of falsely marked transactions by SocialLink-B.

From Table I, we see that the number of falsely
marked suspicious/normal transactions is large in the be-
ginning, and then gradually decreases in the subsequent
rounds. This is because when a new weighted transaction
network is established, the links between nodes are not
fully built due to the absence of transaction history. Also,
the paths of friend-of-friend connection may be used to
select bad nodes as servers. Hence, a high percentage
of transactions are detected as suspicious, and there are
91.1% and 9.1% for false negative and positive, respec-
tively. After directional weighted links are generated
between nodes as the number of transactions increases,
the number of suspicious transactions decreases rapidly,
so is the number of falsely marked transactions.

B. Preventing Free-riding
In free-riding, nodes tend to reject requests but down-

load freely from non-friend nodes. In this test, we
assumed that 20% of 5,000 nodes are free-riders in the
system that has 50% probability to reject file requests.

Figure 2(a) illustrates the accumulated number of
free-riders’ downloads throughout the test. We ob-
serve that the result follows SocialLink-B<SocialLink-
R<SocialTrust. This is because in SocialLink, free-riders
do not contribute downloading to others. Thus, transac-
tions are blocked for not finding a reliable path from
the free-rider to the server with (UFim − TFmi) ≥ S
or |UFim− TFmi| ≤ Thr. On the contrary, SocialTrust
cannot prevent all free-riders with high reputation values
from downloading files from non-friend nodes since it
fails to consider fairness. SocialLink-R checks the link
path between nodes in the weighted transaction network
when it exists. It manages suspicious transactions by
querying the reputation values of available servers. As



a result, some free-riders still can request files when
they have high reputation values. Therefore, it generates
fewer downloads from free-riders than SocialTrust and
more rejected transactions than SocialLink-B. Social has
the most downloads from free-riders since it does not
use reputations to distinguish malicious nodes with close
social relationship. Thus, it cannot prevent free-riders.

Figure 2(b) presents the accumulated number of
rejected transactions. The results follow SocialLink-
B<SocialLink-R<SocialTrust<Social due to the same
reason as Figure 2(b). Therefore, the accumulated num-
ber of rejected transactions does not increase in the
subsequent rounds in SocialLink-B. This figure indicates
that SocialLink successfully prevents free-riders to be
selected as servers. Both Figures 2(b) and 2(a) indicate
that SocialLink can protect users from free-riders.

C. Reducing the Adverse Effect of Whitewash

This experiment tests how SocialLink reduces the
adverse effect of whitewash. In this test, in each round,
50% of all malicious nodes deleted their current ac-
counts and created new ones with friendship initially.
By whitewashing, they remove low reputation values
and restore their reputation values to initial value 0 after
whitewashing. The number of selected bad servers and
clients refer to the number of transactions that take bad
nodes as servers and clients, respectively.

Figure 3(a) shows the accumulated number of selected
bad servers of all systems, which follows SocialLink-
B<SocialLink-R<SocialTrust<Social. Social selects the
largest number of bad servers due to the same reason as
Figure 2(a). SocialTrust can prevent malicious behavior
of bad servers, but with the whitewash, malicious nodes
clean their low reputation values and are selected as
servers again in the subsequent rounds. Thus, it selects
fewer bad servers than Social, but more bad servers than
the other methods. However SocialLink-B removes all
links of a node when the account of the node is deleted.
Even though bad nodes connect with their friends im-
mediately, there is no link to non-friend nodes because
no transaction is conducted. Hence, no malicious nodes
are selected as servers with the whitewash misbehavior
while all links are established as the experiment goes
on. SocialLink-R conducts suspicious transactions with
reputation values, so that some bad nodes are selected as
servers when reputation values are not accurate enough.
Then, with the weighted transaction network, only a
small number of bad nodes are selected as servers due
to the same reason as SocialLink. This figure indicates
that SocialLink can prevent the malicious servers from
Whitewash better than the others.

Figure 3(b) presents the accumulated number of
selected bad clients. We see that the results follow
SocialLink-B<SocialLink-R<SocialTrust<Social due to

the same reasons as in Figure 3(a). This figure indicates
that SocialLink prevents the Whitewashed attack better
than other systems.

D. Resisting Collusion and Sybil Attacks

In this test, we assume that all bad nodes colluded with
their colluding nodes or Sybils a long time before the 1st

round to measure the damage of these threats. With this
assumption, each bad node in SocialLink-B, SocialTrust,
SocialLink-R and Social conducts 100 transactions with
randomly selected colluders and receives all positive
feedbacks. Even though nodes collude in the same way
in all systems, the results of collusion are different. Bad
nodes in SocialLink build links with expected weight
values as 5000, since the expected file size is 50, but
they still have no links to non-friend nodes since no
transactions happened between non-friend nodes. On
the other hand, bad nodes in SocialTrust increase their
reputation values to 100 before the 1st round.

Figure 4(a) shows the accumulated number of se-
lected bad servers by non-friends, which indicates the
accumulated number of low-QoS transactions received
by nodes. We find that the results follow SocialLink-
B<SocialLink-R<SocialTrust<Social in all rounds. In
SocialLink-B, the malicious colluders’ entire community
will be blocked by others, since the weights of links
connecting colluders to others decrease by sending bad
files to others outside this community. Thus, it generates
the smallest number of transactions with bad nodes
as servers. On the other hand, SocialTrust selects bad
nodes as servers that gain high reputation values by
colluding. Only after many transactions to correct the
reputation values of all nodes, SocialTrust can distin-
guish bad nodes and stop selecting them as servers.
However, the colluders can make conclusion again to
defeat SocialTrust. Instead of blocking suspicious trans-
actions, SocialLink-R uses reputation values to conduct
suspicious transactions. Since some bad nodes cannot be
distinguished with high reputation values by colluding,
the accumulated number of selected bad servers in
SocialLink-R is more than SocialLink-B and less than
SocialTrust. As a result, the SocialLink-R selects fewer
bad nodes as servers based on the weighted transaction
network. Social selected the largest number of bad
servers; since it cannot distinguish bad nodes by only
trusting social close nodes within 2 hops. This figure
indicates that SocialLink can successfully prevent the
colluded servers to supply bad files.

Figure 4(b) shows the accumulated number of selected
bad clients of all methods, which follows SocialLink-
B<SocialLink-R<SocialTrust due to the same reason as
Figure 4(a). This figure indicates that SocialLink can
successfully defeat the colluded clients.
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Fig. 4: Performance with the collusion and Sybil attacks.
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Fig. 5: Number of total and friend transactions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a social network and trans-
action links based reputation system, namely SocialLink,
to provide efficient and effective trust management in
for P2P file sharing systems. SocialLink exploits the
social network to allow friends to share files directly and
efficiently. In order to enable file sharing among non-
friends, SocialLink designs a novel weighted transaction
network to manage the trust among non-friends based on
transaction records, in which the weight of a link from a
node to another node denotes the size of files that the lat-
ter can trustingly obtain from the former. Such a design
prevents certain attacks such as whitewashing, collusion
and Sybil attacks since malicious nodes cannot interact
with other nodes without links connecting them, i.e.,
without providing good files to them. Finally, extensive
real trace based experiments demonstrate the efficiency
and effectiveness of SocialLink. In the future, we plan to
more accurately model the weighted transaction network.
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